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Abstract. The traditional village of Bena has become a tourist destination in the Ngada district and is a nationally recognized tourist icon, even known globally. This traditional village is visited by many tourists, because of its uniqueness. The purpose of this research is to analyze the impact of tourist visits on the economy of local communities in the traditional village of Bena. This is important to be researched and analyzed because, the increasing interest of tourists, who come to visit the traditional village, has a positive impact, especially on the local economy. The approach used in this research is descriptive qualitative, with the data collection method is in-depth interviews. The informants in this study were local people around the tourist area. The results show that the increase in the number of tourist visits has had a positive impact on the local community in Bena Village, which includes an increase in community income from the sale of woven products, employment opportunities in tourism, business opportunities for local people, and side jobs. apart from being a farmer, and people's welfare which is getting better from year to year.
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Introduction

Tourism is one of the country's foreign exchange earning sectors so that it has an important role in Indonesia's development. The existence of the tourism sector has provided positive benefits for the government, the private sector, the public who are directly involved in these tourism activities (Swantara & Darsana, 2017; Ardianti, 2017; Anisah & Riswandi, 2015) . The existence of large and continuous tourist visits to a tourist spot will have an impact on the economic life of the community, either directly or indirectly. (Prasetyo & Suryoko, 2018; (Achadiat Dritasto, IR. & Anggraeni, 2013; Josephine et al., 2015; Windayani & Sri Budhi, 2017; Febriana & Pangestuti, 2018; Choiriyah, 2017; Wuri, 2015; Urbanus & Febianti, 2017)
In research as stated by Hamzah & Hermawan (2018) several impacts of tourism on the local economy include: (1) Impact on community income; (2) Impact on employment opportunities; (3) Impact on prices; (4) Impact on the distribution of benefits; (5) Impact on ownership and control; (6) Impact on development in general; (7) Impact on government revenue. Also, Sudarmayasa & Lanang Nala (2019) in their study said that tourism should provide a lot of income for regions that are aware of its potential. The community is expected to have the awareness to take advantage of this potential which will ultimately have an impact on local communities. People who maintain and preserve their culture will become one of the main attractions for tourists.

The traditional village of Bena was chosen as the research location because based on data from Ngada in Figures (2018) there was a significant increase in the number of tourist visits in Ngada Regency from 2015 to 2018. Bena traditional village is one of the tourist villages that still maintain authenticity and preserves culture. Locally, this can be seen from the shape of the houses of residents who still use lontar as the main ingredient in building houses. The traditional village of Bena is still in the first position as a tourist attraction visited by many tourists, compared to other traditional villages such as Luba traditional village, Tololela traditional village, Gurusina traditional village, Wogo traditional village, Bela traditional village. This data shows that the tourist interest in visiting the traditional village of Bena is very high compared to the traditional village which is also in the same sub-district.

Based on previous studies which suggest that the success of tourism activities is when the tourism activities can improve the welfare of the local community. According to Hary (2016) tourism will be considered a failure if the economic benefits are not felt by local communities, but are enjoyed by outsiders or foreign investors. Based on this statement, this study aims to analyze the impact of tourist visits on the economy of local communities in the traditional village of Bena. This is also important to research, because based on the data on the number of visitors, the traditional village of Bena is one of the tourist destinations that is being visited by tourists in recent years. The number of tourist visits according to Husaan (2012) is one indicator to measure the success of a tourism industry which will have an impact on local communities and local government.

Research Method

The research design used is descriptive qualitative, with data collection methods namely in-depth interviews (in-depth interviews). The informants in this study were local people in the traditional village of Bena. Interviews were conducted with twenty people who were also weavers, ticket officers also as caretakers in the tourist village of the traditional village of Bena. In addition to collecting data through in-depth interviews, direct observation was also carried out by researchers in order to complement the information obtained.

The data analysis technique uses the data triangulation technique, which starts from the first stage, namely data collection, the second stage is data reduction, the third stage is data display and
the last stage is the conclusion or data verification. In the first stage, data collection was carried out by researchers, namely through in-depth interviews with informants who were also local people who lived around tourist objects. In addition to in-depth interviews, researchers also made direct observations at the research location. After all the information is obtained, the next step is data reduction, which in this stage, the researcher listens to all the interview results from the informants and rewrites them in writing or script so that they can determine the themes made in tabular form as the data to be analyzed. After deciding the theme, the next step is to display data, namely the theme that has been determined by the researcher and then processed and analyzed. At the last stage of data analysis, namely concluding, from the data that have been made by the researcher, to be able to answer research questions in the introductory section.

**Result dan Discussion**

Ngada Regency has local wisdom that has been approved both nationally and internationally. One of the most famous is the traditional village of Bena. The traditional village of Bena has become a nationally recognized icon, even globally known, and has become a tourist destination in Ngada district. This traditional village is visited by many tourists, both domestic and foreign tourists, because of the uniqueness of this traditional village. One of the uniqueness of this traditional village is the traditional form of houses, which are also their respective custom homes. The people in the traditional village of Bena are still very determined to defend their traditional houses made of lontar.

Over time, in 2015 the traditional village of Bena began to be known and visited by many tourists, both local and foreign tourists. The increasing number of tourist visits from year to year will certainly have an impact on local communities around the tourist area. To obtain information regarding the impact felt by the local community with the visit of tourists to the traditional village of Bena, researchers conducted in-depth interviews with twenty informants, of whom the informants were local people in the traditional village of Bena.

**Informant responses regarding the impact of tourist visit rates on the local economy**

In order to obtain responses from local communities in the traditional village of Bena, in depth interview was conducted with 20 informants. Based on the results of the interview, a summary of the responses was obtained as in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tourist visits have a positive impact on the local economy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tourist visits have had a positive impact, namely in terms of the welfare of local communities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A tourist visit to the traditional village of Bena provides the opportunity to have a side job.

The existence of tourist visits to the traditional village of Bena provides business opportunities for weaver mothers.

A tourist visit to the traditional village of Bena provides an opportunity for weaver mothers to be more creative in producing quality weaving.

The large number of tourists visiting has an impact on the sale of entrance tickets and helps the local community's annual activities in the traditional village of Bena.

Source: Processed by researchers, 2020

The impact of the level of tourist visits on the economy of local communities in the traditional village of Bena

The increase in tourist visits as described in the background section has had a positive impact on the economic life of local communities in the traditional village of Bena. This can be seen from the results of interviews with twenty informants as a whole saying that tourist visits have had a positive and significant impact on the lives of the people of the traditional village of Bena, most of the impacted on the local economy.

"We, the people here, are very grateful for the visits of tourists, well ... if we all spent time in the garden, now we are mostly in the village waiting for tourists because they will definitely go around our house and buy the shawls we have woven, they Those who came did not come home empty, they must have bought our shawls. Almost all the mothers here are weavers. And all of them have already felt the impact, because tourists must buy our products. So the money we sell can be used to increase our needs. We were mothers, sometimes we couldn't have lunch because there were too many visitors. Almost all people here feel the impact of tourists in our traditional village". (R.01)

Similar research has also been conducted by (Nuhung et al., 2013; Nur et al., 2018) where the results of the study show that tourist visits to certain areas where there is the involvement of local communities have had a positive impact, especially in terms of the economy. The community feels the economic impact because of their involvement in maintaining and preserving the uniqueness and beauty that exists in their respective areas.

The impact of the level of tourist visits on business opportunities for weavers in the traditional village of Bena

The visit of tourists to the traditional village of Bena has brought changes to the behavior of the local people there. Previously, almost all of them only worked as farmers helping their husbands in the garden, but since the increasing number of visits to this traditional village, mothers have started to change their behavior patterns. Mothers began to spend their time at home to open businesses, starting from selling their weavings, in the form of scarves, sarongs, bracelets, and other handicrafts. In addition, there are also people who open a business in the form of a kiosk selling people's needs in the traditional village of Bena as well as the needs of tourists who come to visit.
Mothers began to be creative in producing woven products that were sold to tourists. Another change is that six years ago, only a part of them focused on weaving and the products were sold to a market which is quite far from the traditional village of Bena, so that the motivation of mothers was also low in producing large quantities of weaving. As in the following interview excerpt:

“There are some that have been of woven for a long time, but we sell them to the market, far from here, Mother. Sometimes it's a long way still no one is selling, and our competitors are many mothers, the price they bargain for is also low. But since many have come to our village, and they buy our weaving products, we make a lot, and we sell them from our respective homes. You see, almost all the people's houses here have a display of the weaving in front of their houses. Later, tourists will come and have a look and buy them if they like. So we mothers are excited to want to weave in large quantities because we know that there will be tourists who buy it.” (R.5)

The presence of tourists and the high demand for weaving products have provided opportunities for local people to produce more and more quality woven fabrics, as well as providing lodging in the community of Bena village for tourists who want to stay longer there. This course has a positive impact on the local economy. As seen in the following interview excerpt:

“It was a high impact, mom, their bought our scarves. In 2018 and 2019, I also got the results I got from selling scarves to tourists who came to this traditional village of Bena. We can increase our income, the people here, mother”. (R.12)

The impact of tourist visits to the traditional village of Bena has been felt by local people who come directly involved with tourists, especially in terms of selling their weaving products. As in the following interview excerpt: "Their influence comes, mothers who have weaving spend more time in the village to make weaving, then display it in front of the house yard, and tourists who pass by will buy it” (R.7).

Impact of the level of tourist visits on ticket sales and assisting the annual activities of local communities in the traditional village of Bena

The impact of increasing tourist visits from year to year has been feeling by people in the traditional village of Bena. One of the impacts is to help of a cultural festival which is held once a year which is often known as "Reba". The "Reba" festival is a ceremony of gratitude and respect for the ancestors of the Ngada community which is mandatory for all Ngada people to carry out and is carried out once a year. Reba celebration combines cultural and religious rituals. This traditional party is also held in the traditional village of Bena.

To hold this annual event requires a lot of money, at least the community must provide a certain amount of money. The amount of money is not small of course with a background of work, most of whom are farmers. However, since this traditional village is crowded with tourists, the community no longer feels burdened by the event, because part of the ticket money is allocated for traditional events so that the society only adds a small amount. As in the following interview excerpt: “Every year there is a rebha here. So the rebha event is if there are residents who want to build
their traditional house which is also their residence. That is for the rebha program, the money that must be prepared is twenty million mothers if you make a new house, if only about fifteen million renovations. Fortunately, now the community is being assisted, so we only prepare rice and a small amount of money, while most of the managed funds have been prepared for this budget. So we feel grateful and very much helped by Bena's getting to be known and visited by many tourists” (R.12)

The interview excerpt above shows that the presence of tourists has had a positive influence on the lives of local people in the traditional village of Bena. Local people feel the impact of tourist visits in their area. Most of the proceeds from the sale of tickets or admission tickets for tourists are allocated for the cultural festival "rebha" which is held once a year and requires a large amount of money or budget. With the sale of admission tickets, the community feels a very significant impact from tourist visits in the traditional village of Bena. Similar research results were also conducted by Suastika & Yasa (2017) the results of their research showing that the presence of tourists has had a positive impact on the community around the tourist area. people who are directly involved in tourism activities can directly relate to the impact of these tourism activities.

The impact of the level of tourist visits on the welfare of the local community in the traditional village of Bena

Tourism activities that are in direct contact with the community, of course, will have an impact directly or indirectly on local communities around the tourist area of Oktaviyanti (2013). A similar thing is felt by local people who live in the traditional village of Bena. The high number of tourists who come to visit the traditional village of Bena has a positive impact on the welfare of the people there.

The results of the sale of weaving directly have an impact on the community's economy and the people's welfare are getting better. Almost all mothers in the traditional village of Bena have felt the impact of the presence of tourists. They compete to produce quality weavings at affordable prices, thus making tourists buy their weavings. The income from selling weaving has been able to make them have a better life than before. As in the following interview excerpt: “The economy of the people here has been better in the last five years, mom. Mothers feel it the most because some of the mothers here weave. I just saw that every house has a woven display. They sell the weaving to tourists and increase their income ” (R.20)

Apart from selling woven products, local people also get other benefits from the presence of tourists in the traditional village of Bena, namely the rental fee for tourists who choose to stay at local people's homes. There are foreign tourists who visit who choose to stay more than 1 day in the traditional village of Bena, thus having an impact on the community there. Tourists will be direct to stay at local residents' homes, and the cost of lodging will be immediately received by the community and used to increase their income. Since this traditional village was very crowded, most people have felt the impact, namely tourists staying at their homes.

"Foreign guests can stay at a community house. Divide 2 buildings and it takes turns. Let people feel fair. Later, foreign tourists will pay directly at the building for lodging costs. The money is for those whose
houses are staying. Eat what is provided by the community. And all buildings will get a turn later for foreign guests to stay if someone wants to stay. It could be foreign tourists who often live overnight, so the mother is not bad enough to increase our income” (R. 18)

It can be seen that the local community’s economy is getting better from year to year. The life of the people in the traditional village of Bena is better than in previous years. it can seem from the increasing income of the community from the sale of weaving whose is also the product of the weaving of the women in the traditional village of Bena. Apart from income obtained from woven products, other income that is also obtained by the community is from lodging fees for foreign guests. The results of a similar study were also conducted by Ernawati (2011), which stated that the presence of tourists has had a positive impact on the communities around the tourist area.

The impact of the level of tourist visits on the opportunities for local people to have additional jobs

The impact of tourist visits is not only on changes in the economy of local communities. Having a side job apart from being a farmer since the crowd of tourist visits has been felt by local people in the traditional village of Bena. The people who initially had the main job as farmers, now have side jobs as weavers, ticket officers, and have their businesses. People who used to spend time in the garden are now mostly in Bena village to meet tourists who want to buy their weavings. In addition to that, some people are involved in helping work in the tourism sector as ticket officers who at certain times will get wages from their work. “Their influence comes, mothers who have weaving spend more time in the village to make weaving, then display it in front of the house yard, and tourists who pass by will buy ” (R.10)

Research conducted (Shantika & Mahagangga, 2018; Abdillah et al., 2016) said that in its development tourism activities will have an impact on the economy of the surrounding community directly or indirectly. The existence of tourist visits can have a big impact on local communities, one of which is the transfer of local people from their previous jobs and becoming workers in tourism. This also happened in the village of Bena. People who initially were farming, switched or focused on being in the village awaiting the arrival of tourists who would later go around and buy their weavings. The results of the sale of the weaving have had a positive impact on the local economy. Also, the presence of tourists makes local people involved as tourism workers, namely to become officers selling entrance tickets for tourists. As in the following interview excerpt: “feels the difference, before the traditional village of Bena, many people visited, we people spent a lot of time in the garden taking care of the produce. But now we are mostly in the village to weave. If we used to weave we went to sell in the market, now we weave and sell in this village. Because their tourists will go around people’s houses and if there is something they like our shawl they buy. Thankfully there are two to 3 pieces of scarves bought by tourists. I am grateful because from the proceeds from selling the shawl, I can support my three children alone without my husband, who has been traveling for a long time and has not returned home. But I can pay their school fees with the proceeds from selling weaving to tourists” (R.02)
The interview quotes above show that the presence of tourists in the community of the traditional village of Bena has had a positive impact on the local community's economy. The results of a similar study conducted by (Hary, 2016; Hermawan, 2017; Aryunda, 2011; Martina, 2014; Hamzah & Hermawan, 2018; Purwanti & Dewi, 2014) concluded that tourism activities have had a positive impact on local communities, directly or indirectly. The direct impact includes an increase in sales turnover, an increase in community income, an increase in community welfare, an increase in income for people who work in the tourism sector, an increase in entrepreneurial opportunities, an increase in community control of their tourist villages, and an increase in government revenue through tourist fees.

Conclusion

Based on the results of interviews and processed interview results, several conclusions were obtained including; 1) The presence of tourists has had a positive impact on the lives of local people, especially in terms of income. 2) The life of the local community has improved in the last five years. 3) The interest in tourist visits to the traditional village of Bena which is getting higher every year has had a positive impact on the local community. What used to be that mothers spent a lot of time in their gardens, now it has changed more time in the village to weave and sell their weaving products to visiting tourists. 4) The presence of tourists also provides opportunities and opportunities for the community to be involved in tourism activities. Local people have a side job apart from farming, being ticket attendants also weaving.

The presence of tourists has had a positive impact on the local community in the traditional village of Bena. Therefore, the Regional Government, in this case, is the Ngada Regency Tourism Office, needs to further improve existing facilities and infrastructure around the tourist area, in addition to improving the promotion and facilitating local communities in improving skills such as English language skills, innovation in producing products that can be offered to tourists besides weaving and other positive activities.
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